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Deuts!er Ab"ra#: Dieser Aufsatz befas" si! mit einer Reihe von Stäblers und 

Shims Vokalwerken und zeigt ihre Au$assungen von Stimme mithilfe der Begri$e von 

Heterotopie und Utopie (na! Mi!el Foucault und Mi!el de Certeau) auf. Stimmen 

markieren in Shims und Stäblers Werken den Übergang vom subjektiven Innen zum 

natürli!en oder ö$entli!en Außen. Stäblers Winter, Blumen und Belfa! Breakfa! 

Songs erkunden die Stimme, veräußerli!en sie völlig und de"abilisieren jeden 

klaren, wiederau%ndbaren Sinn des Selb". Shims Herb!!ü"e und Wald, Inneres 

s!lagen einen gegensätzli!en Kurs ein – die Stimme "ellt hier einen ges!ützten, 

privaten Raum her und i" Zei!en wider"andsfähiger Innerli!keit. S!ließli! 

erwei" si! Stäblers All is to be dared glei!ermaßen als Diagnose der gegenwärtigen 

Be&ndli!keit der Stimme als etwas zu Kontrollierendem (aufgrund einer Rolle bei  

der Übertragung von Viren) wie au! als mahnende Erinnerung dur! Sapphos 

Di!tung, dass es au! anders sein kann. Diese Andersartigkeit der Stimme – ihr 

Potenzial, eine Heteropie intimer Vermittlung zu werden – i" es, was uns die jüng"e 

Vokalmusik von Shim und Stäbler anbietet. Ihre Stimmen rufen uns dazu auf, andere 

Wege der Beziehung zu imaginieren, andere Wege, das Zusammensein zu wagen, und 

dies mit Mitgefühl, Verantwortung und Fürsorge zu tun.

Ryan Dohoney
Stimmen, dazwischen
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1  Michel Foucault, Andere Räume. In: LandMarks/Ear Marks. Gerhard Stäbler und sein Werk, ed. Bojan 
Budisavljevic. Duisburg: ConBrio 1999, pp. 13–20.

2  Gerhard Stäbler: Heterotopias. In: live the opposite daring. Gerhard Stäbler. Music · graphic · concept · event, 
ed. Paul Attinello. Büdingen: Pfau 2015, pp. 147–151, here p. 148.

3  Michel Foucault, Di#erent Spaces. In: Aesthetics, Method, and Epistemology, ed. James Faubion,  
trans. Robert Hurley. New York: Free Press 1998, p. 179.

I. Heterotopic voices

In the ae"hetics of Gerhard Stäbler, music fun#ions in a manner similar to Mi!el 

Foucault’s “heterotopias”. Sound a#s a swit!ing point between power relations.  

In doing so, it produces under-determined zones of possibility. In his elaboration of the 

concept, Foucault o$ers the mirror and the cemetery (among others) as examples of  

heterotopias. Both the mirror and the cemetery mark a passage of the self to the 

outside—whether that is the unreal utopic (ace of uncanny re)e#ion in whi! we 

see ourself seeing ourself, or the passage from life into death.1  When we inhabit these 

zones as they emerge in musical performance, we are similarly drawn out of ourselves 

into encounters with crisis, deviation, or passage. Stäbler has glossed Foucault to 

powerful e$e#, arguing that, 

Music could belong to these heterotopias and—like photographs—crystallize 

moments in order to store them up, ‘a system of opening and closing that 

both isolates them and makes them penetrable. […]’ Music could thus— as 

another place, as both illusory and disillusory space—initiate a ‘playing with 

&re’ that ignites emotional and cognitive discussion of that which is and that 

which might be. Music could play its way through the question of which 

doors are closed, in which direction they should be opened 2 …

Stäbler along with his longtime partner in art and life, Kunsu Shim, have persi"ently 

(one might even say ob"inately) que"ioned and experimented with whi! doors  

can and should be opened by music. *e interpretation and experience of their  

work in performance depends upon the good faith adoption of this que"ioning 

attitude by li"eners and performers so that ea! might be brought out of themselves 

into the world as Stäbler and Shim re)e# (or refuse) to re)e# it. With its formulation 

of heterotopic possibilities, Stäbler and Shim’s music fun#ions similarly to the  

“crisis heterotopia” as Foucault describes it: “privileged or sacred or forbidden places 

reserved for individuals who are in a "ate of crisis with re(e# to society and the 

human milieu in whi! they live. Adolescents, men"ruating women, women in labor, 

old people, and so on..”3 And to this li" I would also add musician. What is musical 

performance but a recon&gured rite in whi! the individual is trans&gured, 
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4  Ryan Dohoney, Die alltägliche Queerness von “Your Face”. In: leise, $ei. der komponist kunsu shim, eds. 
Elisabeth von Leliwa/Enno Stahl. Düsseldorf: Edition Virgines 2018, pp. 60–69.

made exterior to themselves and brought into fraught relationship with others? *is 

is a moderni" conception, no doubt, one that resi"s the alienation we experience 

under late capitalism and its culture indu"ry. Yet, su! heterotopic possibility—what 

Stäbler calls the ignition of “emotional and cognitive discussion of that whi! is and 

that whi! might be”—is what his and Shim’s music continues to o$er up to us. Ju" 

how this play of exteriority and interiority tran(ires between the work of Stäbler and 

Shim is what I explore in what follows. My ta+ will be to examine how voices are the 

doors through whi! the movement betwixt and between inside and outside. What 

their work reveals, I wager, is there ultimately is no di"in#ion between subje#ive 

(personal) inside and obje#ive (natural) outside and that this unity of experience 

makes (eci&c ethical demands upon us.  

II. Stimmen, Vermittler

Approa!ing voice in Stäbler and Shim’s music requires a )exible conception of its  

a$ordances. It is no authentic or tran(arent window into the subje#-singer’s inner 

emotional life. It reveals nothing essential, nothing conventionally expressive, nor 

even sincere. Voices are material with whi! to engage the world, to make sense of  

sound, theater, in"ruments, text, and other voices. A singer’s voice is a site for the 

exploration of excesses of timbre, signi&cation, te!nique, and identi&cation.  

Shim and Stäbler’s music takes a diale#ical approa! to excess. We can &nd, for 

in"ance, in Stäbler’s … drüber for 8 a#ive screamers, synthesizer, cello, and tape an  

excessive transgression of te!nique and musical ae"hetics. On the other hand,  

we &nd in Shim’s Your Face a excess of reticence, one that produces a particular 

kind of queer opacity and refusal of access to the subje#ive-romantic interiority.4  

Following Adorno, we might take their vocal compositions as an in"ance of negative 

diale#ics in whi! the voice—as concept and event—is an obje#ive marker of non-

identity, irreducible to any essense. A voice’s mutability is its virtue and indeed marks 

its heterotopic possibilities—possibilities explored again and again in Shim and  

Stäbler’s works. 

Moving from Adorno ba+ to Hegel, we might also conceptualize Shim and Stäbler’s 

voices as mediators. In this sense, voices are sites of world- and place-making in whi! 
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5  James Q. Davies, Voice Belongs. In: Journal of the American Musicological Society Vol. 68, Number 3 (2015): 
pp. 677–681, here p. 681.

6  Gerhard Stäbler, Winter, Blumen (1995). Duisburg: Edition EarPort.

all sorts of meanings and te!niques coalesce. *is mediating fun#ion of voice jibes  

well with musicologi" James Q. Davies, who has conceptualized voice and its 

mediating possibilities: 

[V]oice connects to political ontologies of the here and now, human 

relations, and our shared materiality today. It relates intimately not only to 

nature and our bodies but also to the &ght over what that nature is.  

My point is that we build worlds around voices, worlds at once cultural-

technological and natural-biological. *e good news is that our bodies are 

not just biological or pre-given. Nature is not just self-evident. Our bodies 

are there of course, but not just there. It is not enough to say that you get 

one (biology: there it is!) and then you get the other (voilà: your voice!). 

Voices do not only come from bodies or nature; bodies—our very natures—

also come from voices.5 

I’ll explore the relationship between voices and nature in dialog with Stäbler and 

Shim’s recent works below, but at for now I want to home in on Davies’s insight that 

voices conne# us to a plurality of relations: “we build worlds around voices.” But the  

inverse is also true – voices build worlds through their mediating, heterotopic 

powers. Vocalic a#ion is what the world, what music, passes through in order to be. 

An example of from Stäbler’s oeuvre will illu"rate what I mean. 

Winter, Blumen (1995) is a work conceived for solo voice (though it can be played in 

myriad in"rumental versions) written for the countertenor Carl Strygg. Its notational 

form is hybrid—presenting traditional "a$ notation in alternation with a calligraphic 

script that requires the imaginative interpretation of the performer. Stäbler notes that:

Winter, Blumen was inspired by Friedrich Hölderlin’s poem Häl%e des Lebens.  

At the same time, it includes all the depressing and cheering impressions of 

the meetings with the people in the Lebanon, who, in spite of the immense 

devastation, have preserved their spontaneity, openness, their courageous 

laughter and humour, in short: their zest for life.6

What, then, does Stäbler ask of the voices that take up Winter, Blumen? What are  

they to mediate? On the surface level, a singer mu" negotiate the notational variety 
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("a$, calligraphic), the additional demands to supplement and indeed multiply their  

own voice with multiphonics, or the addition of wind in"ruments su! as a mouth 

harmonica, lotus )ute, jaw harm, or another. Even before the matter of poetic 

interpretation, Stäbler asks that a voice become more than one—it is to exceed itself. 

All of this is to be negotiated without any super&cial tension. Even if there is an excess  

of te!nique required, Stäbler does not want this to (ill over into an excess of quasi-

theatrical "rain or pseudo-drama. In this, the performer is asked to mediate the 

profound (irit of Hölderlin’s poetic text and to do so in the absence of language. 

None of Hölderlin’s words are set and the singer vocalizes for the mo" part on open 

vowel sounds. What the singer mu" translate into sound is the “great calm” Stäbler 

calls for and that one can intuit in the poem. But this calm is itself mediated by “all the 

depressing and !eering impressions of the meetings with the people in the Lebanon”, 

whi! invites the singer to translate the “(ontaneity, openness, their courageous 

laughter” Stäbler recognized among them.   

With Winter, Blumen, a voice mu" build up a world from a colle#ion of fragments—

fragments of notation, of timbre, of sound-making tools, of poetic insight, of 

biographical experience. *e crisis-event of the performance, as a heterotopic (ace, 

produces nothing de&nitive but convokes a &eld of sound and meaning that a voice, in 

all its fragility, works to hold together. 

III. Excess, Glossolalia

“THE MOUTH IS INTERESTING BECAUSE IT IS 

ONE OF THOSE PLACES WHERE THE DRY OUTSIDE 

MOVES TOWARD THE SLIPPERY INSIDE.”

Jenny Holzer, from Living (1980–82) 

While Winter, Blumen asks a singer to pull together a world from heterogenous 

materials, Stäbler’s Belfa! Breakfa! Songs (1996) e"ranges the singer’s body from 

itself, forcing a newly con&gured voice to emerge from thorough reterritorialization. 

*is voice is a new “vocal utopia” in whi! singing te!nique and expression are 

rebuilt from a novel partitioning of the body’s phonic sub"ance. *e e$e# is 

diametrically opposed to the calm of Winter, Blumen—here excess is demanded:  
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7 Gerhard Stäbler, Belfast Breakfast Songs (1996). Essen: Edition Aktive Musik.
8  Michel de Certeau, Vocal Utopias: Glossolalia, trans. Daniel Rosenberg. In: Representations 56 (1996): 

pp. 29–47, here p. 29.
9 Ibid.

“*e !oice of tempi should cover the extremes. *e use of the voice as well should  

explore all the limits. In this, the third song requires nine di$erent levels of (eaking,  

rea!ing from extremely low till extremely high. *ese mu" be adapted to 

the possibilities of the voice. Every hint of mediocrity is unfavourable to the 

interpretation of the compositions.”7

In my experience learning Belfa! Breakfa! Songs, the corporeal sensation is akin to  

turning oneself inside out. *e mouth is heterotopic pivot point, reversing the 

movement Holzer re)e#s upon in this se#ion’s epigraph. While executing Belfa! 

Breakfa! Songs, my slippery inside is expelled as air, saliva, neologisims, and all sorts 

of timbres come pouring forth. *is excess is dire#ed towards a wanting-to-say-

something without saying anything in particular. With this, Stäbler’s songs approa! 

that vocal utopia that Mi!el de Certeau has recognized in glossolalia—that is a 

(eaking in tongues, the enunciation of a semblance of language, or pure fable.8  De 

Certeau argues that glossolalia is no rare phenomenon—it erupts in the inter"ices of 

everyday language, those “cra+s of everyday conversation: bodily noises, quotations 

of delinquent sounds, and fragments of others’ voices.” 9  *ese ruptures e$e# 

secondary vocalizations that (lice or dub the primary voice. In this sense, the vocal 

doubling e$e#s in Winter, Blumen are a (ecies of glossolalia in de Certeau’s s!ema. 

*e vocal partitioning into extremes as Stäbler a!ieves in the Belfa! Breakfa! Songs, 

Gerhard Stäbler, 
Belfast Breakfast Songs I 
(1996, edition EarPort)
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is yet another. Joined to the &#ive language he creates for the songs, Stäbler’s work 

exempli&es the second of the types of glossolalia that de Certeau de&nes. *e &r" of 

these is founded on a belief in saying, that is, an under"anding of voice as an oracular, 

(iritual torrent. *is is the religious mode of (eaking in tongues that believes in the 

possibility of excessive revelation. *e second mode, one to whi! Stäbler’s work here 

and in other works subscribes,

deconstructs the articulate speech on which it is founded by playing with 

phonemes and/or deriding the spoken word. … Literary, ludic, or infantile, 

and on occasion pathological, this form of glossolalia crosses through the 

boundary of statements to test the potentialities of the vocal palette, to &ll a 

space of enunciation with polyphonic chatter before falling into silence.10 

*is second type of glossolalia we &nd throughout the avant-garde, be that in Kurt 

S!witter’s Ursonate, Luciano Berio’s Sequenza III, or in Giacinto Scelsi’s Wo Ma.  

*e partitioning of the voice into “polyphonic !atter” has a "oried tradition, one 

that Stäbler continues as he transforms it.  Here the extremes of the singer’s interiority 

(lungs, larynx, viscera) meet the extreme exterior demands of Stäbler’s glossolalic art. 

*e mouth becomes their heterotopic swit!ing point, or the point at whi! these 

two extremes dissolve into one another. Stäbler &nds common cause with Jenny 

Holzer who also writes in her Survival series: “WITH ALL THE HOLES IN YOU 

ALREADY THERE’S NO REASON TO DEFINE THE OUTSIDE ENVIRONMENT 

AS ALIEN.”

IV. Flat Interiors, Excesses of Reticence

Stäbler’s vocal works as I have described them fun#ion as crisis heterotopias that 

)atten out di"in#ions between the subje#ive inside and obje#ive outside. *ey do  

this by courting vocalic and corporeal excesses that ultimately undo any sharp 

di"in#ions between the singer and the world. Voices build worlds, certainly, and in  

doing so they become entangled with them and part of the natural environment.  

A di$erent, yet complementary form of excess is at work in Shim’s vocal music, that is  

an excess of reticence. While Stäbler’s vocal demands become hi"rionic and 
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12   *eodor W. Adorno, Towards a &eory of Musical Reproduction. Notes, a Dra% and Two Schemata,  
ed. Henri Lonitz. Cambridge: Polity 2006, pp. 88–89.

super)uous—and in doing so resi" the idea that there is any uni&ed expression that a  

voice is capable of—Shim’s music with its intense quietude and au"ere focus on poetic 

words and their intelligibility renders the voice’s supposed expressive authenticity 

inaccessible to others. I’ve described this in my previous work on Shim as a semblance 

of opaque interiority and he has written eloquently of his under"anding of it: 

However, each person must use his own “place” as wellspring for 

inspiration. For me it is therefore necessary to preserve the private space, as 

more and more society attempts to intrude with its “external systems”, by 

x-raying, scannning and dominating everything. I notice that private space, 

which I &nd essential, is becoming ever more public, just as it was long ago 

prophesized in George Orwell’s novel, 1984. By “private space”, I mean a not 

yet illuminated room inside.11 

To prote# this private place—and in contradi"in#ion to Stäbler—Shim gives his 

singers a paucity of material with whi! to compose their performance. Herb!!ü"e 

(2005) is exemplary in this regard. A cycle of poems by Rilke, Herb!!ü"e calls upon 

the voice to simply recite the poetic texts with a single word on a single pit!. *e 

vocal range lies mainly in a comfortable middle range, allowing the singer to sing the 

tones “sehr leise (pp)” without mu! trouble. Shim’s vocal writing does not a$ord the 

usual type of vocal expression that we &nd in more conventional music where ar!ing 

melodies give singers more opportunities for those markers of traditional expression 

su! as dynamic swells or emotional imitation. Indeed, Shim’s vocal writing in 

Herb!!ü"e merges by and large with the piano part. Frequently, they share pit! 

material and the voice hovers between its presence as a voice and, at the same time, 

as su"aining extension of the piano’s sonority. In this, Shim conveys a fundamental 

paradox of the voice as identi&ed by Adorno: 

[T]he voice, as a medium of the human, i.e. of the end, and at the same times 

the means, the instrument, and this causes it great di%culty for the sake of 

its corporeal, vital quality. It must be made an instrument and preserved in 

this. If it becomes purely an instrument, entirely alienated from itself, then  

it leads to the phenomenon referred to by Agathe [Cavalli, Adorno’s aunt]  

as “singing like a singer”.12  
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13  Kunsu Shim, Wald, Inneres für acht Sänger (2019), trans. Ryan Dohoney. Duisburg: edition EarPort.

*e paradox, or at lea" the irony in Shim’s work is that by holding ba+ on the means 

of expression, the voice as an end in itself can opaquely appear. *is is what I think 

Shim means when he (eaks of preserving a private (ace in his music. In its refusal 

to o$er everything up, to proje# one’s innermo" feelings outward (a process that 

Stäbler explodes through his glossolalic &#ions), the voice as the index of a private 

self is retained even as the voice communicates Rilke’s lyrics of lonely memory. 

V. Nature, Voices

It is precisely because we are permeable, vulnerable beings that Shim insi"s upon a 

need for some part of ourselves to be held ba+. Yet, even as his voices do not provide 

total access to personal interiority, they do go about building worlds of reciprocal 

communication integrated with nature. To return to the idea of mediation and 

heterotopia, Shim’s recent work Wald, Inneres (2019) "ages a (negative) diale#ical 

encounter between nature, &gured as the Wald and subje#ive interiority that is the 

Inneres of the work’s title. In doing so, Shim’s music is aligned with a view of voice 

articulated by James Q. Davies, invoked at the outset of this essay. To reiterate,  

Davies argues that voice “relates intimately not only to nature and our bodies but also 

to the &ght over what that nature is”. And nature, for Shim is paradoxically a (ace 

outside ourselves that—in opposition to the admini"rated world—a$ords us access to 

the private (ace of prote#ed, opaque inwardness that works su! as Herb!!ü"e and  

Your Face are at pains to prote#. Shim’s in"ru#ions for the singers of Wald, Inneres 

captures this duality: “All tones are very so,, my"erious, without vibrato, but can be  

sung with resonance. *ey resound and fade away barely noticeably and radiate great  

tenderness and deep inwardness.”13 A sense of my"ery—Zärtli'keit, und tiefe 

Innerli'keit—is proje#ed through the performance, though the music’s immanent 

!ara#eri"ic prevent this encounter between nature and the self to be entirely 

appropriated. Voice, through the intera#ion of its parameters, mediates Shim’s 

complex ideas about nature and subje#ivity. Shim, like Holzer, refuses to de&ne the 

outside world as alien. Nature is a resource for inwardness and both mu" be prote#ed 

from incursions of the excesses of human te!noculture. Shim’s prote#ion extends 

beyond his dire#ives to the singers to his di"ribution of the text. From the extensive 

corpus of nature poems in Di+inson’s oeuvre, Shim has !osen fragments whose 
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intelligibility is hindered. While he does not go so far as to transform Di+inson’s 

language into glossolalia (as Stäbler might), he does rupture her syntax and sentence 

"ru#ure su! that phrases appear as gho"ly e!oes across the ensemble. *e initial  

text of the second bass part reads: “… di$erence, it becomes, celebrates, be seen, 

grass, it becomes, birds, further, now, nature, di$erence, grace, at noon, be seen …” 

We are presented with images, but no commanding narrative. *ese images saturate  

the whole ensemble from the outset of the work as ea! voice has their own 

fragmentary texts. While some phrases are shared between voice parts, the density of  

the musical texture and the non-alignment of the individual parts make the words 

largely unintelligible (I say this as an English (eaker—the experience of lingui"ic 

e"rangement is likely even more pronounced for non-English (eakers). Shim’s 

voices, with their opacity and resi"ance to appropriation by the li"ener, do the 

double work of prote#ing both nature and the private (ace of ea! individual singer. 

Inasmu! as voices participate in the complex debates over what nature is, Shim 

deploys them in order to show that we are in and of nature. Our inwardness is its 

inwardness and this resi"ant (ace mu" be prote#ed at all co"s.

*at we have failed to prote# both nature and ourselves has becomes more and more  

apparent with the slow-motion climate cata"rophe and the advent of the “Coronakrise”. 

While Shim has, with Wald, Inneres, posited a musical heteropia the realizes a utopic  

vision of personal and natural inwardness, Stäbler’s recent work all is to be dared (2020) 

translates the tensions and con)i#s of contemporary life into his !aotic musical 

ideole#. It is, I think, no coincidence that Stäbler depends upon the mediating 

capacities of the voice to present the current crises in all its visceral vividness. 

While Shim seems rather optimi"ic about the possibility of preserving nature and/as 

the (ace of human interiority, Stäbler seems less so at &r" glance. He concedes that 

nature and human nature are less di"in# than we might think. *ey are united in that 

they are both beyond our control. To make this point, Stäbler places all is to be dared 

under an epigraph from Yuval Noah Harari:

*e process of self-exploration begins with very simple things and becomes 

progressively more di%cult. First of all, we &nd that we cannot control the 
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pp. 458–459.

15  Gerhard Stäbler, all is to be dared (2020). Duisburg: edition EarPort.

world outside of us. I don’t decide when it rains. *en we realize that we 

cannot control what is happening in our own body. I have no control over 

my blood pressure. Next, we understand that we don’t even have control of 

our brains. I don’t tell the neutrons when to &re. Finally, we should realize 

that we are also out of control over our desires, or even our reactions to our 

desires. Understanding this can help us be less obsessive about our opinions 

and feelings—and more attentive to other people. It can also help to explore 

the truth about ourselves.14 

Both our external and internal worlds are beyond our conscious control. *is la+ 

of control breaks down the di"in#ion between obje#ive exteriority and subje#ive 

interiority. Our perforated bodies—taking in air and food and viruses, giving ba+ 

sound, phlegm, and shit—are entangled su! that no hard and fa" di"in#ion can be 

made. Passed from person to person, the virus has shown that any sense of a prote#ed 

interior is a luxurious idea that we cannot a$ord. Yet, like Shim, Stäbler insi"s upon 

an ethical re(onse to these conditions and does so by formalizing the reciprocal 

ex!ange of voices across (ace (that of the ensemble) and time (rea!ing ba+ to the 

time of the Greek poetess Sappho). Stäbler writes: 

It re)ects thoughts on the nature and future of humans in a rapidly changing 

time that is increasingly shaped by big data, biochemical manipulations 

and arti&cial intelligence. But where is what is unmistakable in humans? 

Since this will probably focus in the future on the physical sensation and 

cognition, on the mind and consciousness of the human being, exactly what 

Sappho describes in her poem fragment # 31 comes back into focus: Paying 

attention to the other, feeling and perceiving the other, including them 

Empathy, su$ering with him.15 

What sort of invitation to the other does all is to be dared o$er to us? How are our 

empathy and compassion engaged by the performance? Again, the mouth is the 

terrain upon whi! Stäbler "ages this particular human-natural drama. As he had with 

Belfa! Breakfa! Songs, Stäbler focuses on the mouth as a site of ex!ange between 

the subje#ive inside and the obje#ive outside. Yet, the 25 years between the pieces 

have wrought dra"ic !anges in how we under"and the voice in relation to a body 
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16  Ibid. II. 1.
17  Video production of Stäbler’s all is to be dared with AuditivVokal Dresden on  

YouTube: www.youtube.com/watch?v=mBJKm49RrMU (accessed 28. Feb. 2022)

turned inside out. *is relationship is particularly fraught in the second movement of 

the work, Laus'en. Herein, Stäbler takes up those all too familiar accessories from 

2020—masks and visors. He in"ru#s the singers:

All parts with the Greek Sappho text are to be sung with a transparent visor, 

the harmonious layer, however, with red masks. *e change from visor to 

mask and vice versa should take place very calmly. *e harmonious layer 

must therefore be faded out or faded in individually in ample time.16 

In earlier works like Winter, Blumen and the Belfa! Breakfa! Songs, Stäbler’s 

compositions freely reterritorialized the mouth as a site of exuberant ex!ange 

between inside and outside, yet here, the mouth as a site of emission is blo+ed. *e 

porous holes that link us up to the world are covered over, the sounds mu-ed by 

cloth or di$ra#ed by pla"ic. *at the music is among Stäbler’s mo" beautiful makes 

this vocal e"rangement all the more poignant and, indeed, harrowing. We wat! the 

singers blo+ their own voices, limit their own ability to communicate sonorously 

with the audience and one another.17  All is to be dared is both a diagnosis of the 

voice’s present condition as a something to be controlled because of its role in viral 

transmission and a "ark reminder, via Sappho’s poetry, that it can be otherwise.  *is 

otherwise of the voice—its potential to become a heterotopia of intimate mediation—

is what the recent vocal music of both Stäbler and Shim o$er up to us. *eir voices 

call out to us to imagine other ways of relating, other ways to dare to be together, and 

to do so with compassion, re(onsibility, and care.




